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URIAL LISTING
OF MISSOURI

OBSOLETE
NOTES & SCRIP

by
Bruce W. Smith

ST. LOUIS ISSUES.

Territorial and pre-territorial period.

A
 LTHOUGH St. Louis was not the first settlement in Mis-

souri, it quickly became the most important. Founded by
the French in 1764 as a trading post and outfitting sta-

tion for the fur trade, St. Louis soon became the center of that
trade. Its location on the Mississippi between the Missouri and
Ohio rivers was ideal; from here trappers could go up the Missouri
to the fur regions, and the furs could be shipped down the
Mississippi to New Orleans. What trade was done at St. Louis in
the 18th century was largely through barter—the primary
standard of value were the furs themselves. Prices were quoted in
terms of liyres (a French coin rarely seen) but payment was
usually made in furs. Even taxes were payable in furs. The
physical handling of the furs soon became a problem, so rather
than actually exchanging furs for other commodities, a system of
receipts was adopted. The furs were stored in a warehouse and
the owner was given a handwritten receipt, which then circulated
from hand to hand as a sort of primitive paper money. These
receipts were known as "bons" (a French term meaning "good
for"), and are illustrated in Newman's Early Paper Money of
America.

According to one source, the Spanish issued two types of
paper currency during their occupation of the Louisiana Territory
(Missouri was part of the Louisiana Territory until 1809). The first
type of notes were known as "liberanzas" and were first used in
the late 1700s. These circulated until about 1804 but were
replaced in 1802 by treasury bills drawn on the Spanish Army &
Marine Treasury at Havana, Both became obsolete when the
United States purchased the Louisiana Territory from France,
who had recently conquered Spain.

Missouri Territory.

From 1804 onward, St. Louis was the primary military outpost
in the west. Two new types of paper currency soon appeared
there. The first were warrants drawn on the U.S. Treasury at New
Orleans. Though not intended to circulate, some early writers
claim that these warrants, used to pay the troops there, did in fact
go from hand to hand and formed a primitive currency. The
second type of currency consisted of notes and drafts drawn on
the first Bank of the United States at New Orleans. This was to be
expected since New Orleans was the easiest place to get to from
St. Louis and nearly all the furs went through New Orleans.
These two forms of currency and the bank notes from Ohio,
Illinois, Tennessee and Kentucky formed the paper money in use
in Missouri until 1816.

Bank Notes and Scrip issued in St. Louis during Territorial
period

BANK OF ST. LOUIS (first)

Authorized August 1813. Opened late 1816.

The opening of Missouri's first bank was delayed by the War of
1812 and a lack of sufficient capital. By late 1816 the money was
at hand and the bank opened for business. If the new institution
failed to impress the public, it was understandable; for the first
seven or eight months of business. the bank was located in the
rear of Riddick & Pilcher's Store on Main Street, and had to be
entered from the alley. The bank's first cashier, John B.N. Smith,
was removed from office in February 1818 when it was
discovered that he and an associate in Kentucky were using their
positions to bilk the bank of its specie. Apparently. Smith was
using Bank of St. Louis notes to buy up out of state notes at a
discount. The Bank of St. Louis notes were then presented by his
associates and were redeemed in specie. This was used to buy
more depreciated paper, which went to Smith. The cashier was
then either circulating the foreign paper at face value or using it to
speculate in land—a national epidemic at the time. The president
of the bank discovered the scheme and refused to sign any more
notes. By its charter, the notes of the bank had to have both
signatures in order to be redeemed. Nevertheless. Smith
continued to sign the notes and pass them with just his signature.
After Smith was removed from office, the bank actually redeemed
the one signature notes, though it was not required to do so.

News of these affairs soon became public and a group of
stockholders in the bank decided to take over the bank. The
committee marched to the bank, ordered everyone out, and
occupied the building. The officers and directors, however,
refused to hand over the keys to the vault. Two representatives of
the U.S. Army were on hand and they ordered the bank closed
until tempers cooled and the books could be examined. But
tempers did not cool. Two duels followed between Thomas
Benton (a director of the banks' rival, the Bank of Missouri; later
to be known as "Bullion Benton," due to his hatred of banks) and
Charles Lucas, son of one of the founders of the Bank of St.
Louis; Lucas was killed in the second duel. A few days earlier
someone had tried to poison the former cashier John B.N. Smith
and his family.

By this time the bank had lost the confidence of the public.
When the bank reopened, a run began on its specie; in a short
time, it had paid out $14,000. By September 1819 the bank was
closed. By its charter the bank was allowed to issue up to
$300,000 in notes, but it is unlikely that figure was ever reached.
In December 1818 the bank's president reported that the
circulation had been reduced to $51,000.

Most of the notes from this bank were printed by Leney & Rol-
linson of New York and bear their imprint. One source, however.
indicates that some of the notes may have been printed by S.T.
Toncray of Shelbyville, Kentucky on watermarked paper.
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Notes Issued

25C	 Reported. Design unknown .

$1.00	 Eagle on cannon, center. ONE in panel at
either end. "1" on die top left and right corners.
Roman numeral I on die, bottom center.
Imprint unclear, probably Leney & Rollinson.

$2.00	 Indian shooting buffalo, center. TWO in panel
at either end. "2" on die upper left and right and
at bottom center. Imprint: Leney & Rollinson.
(III.)

$3.00	 Man plowing with two oxen. Printer: probably
Leney & Rollinson.

$3.00	 No vignette. "3" at top center. ST. LOUIS in
panel left. THREE DOLL. in panel right. No
imprint (Toncray?).

$5.00	 Man approaching beaver caught in trap, center.
FIVE in panel at left and right end. "5" on die
upper left. Roman numeral V on die upper right
and bottom center. Imprint: Leney & Rollinson.

$10.00	 View of St. Louis, center. TEN in panel to
either end. "10" on die upper left: Roman
numeral X on die upper right and bottom
center. Imprint: Leney & Rollinson.
(Note: This is the earliest known view of the
city.)

$20.00	 View of shot tower on top of bluff with town of
Herculaneum beside river below. "20" on die
upper left; XX on die upper right and bottom
center. TWENTY in panel left; "20" in panel
right. Imprint: Leney & Rollinson. (Note:
Herculaneum was a lead mining town 30 miles
south of St. Louis. By the 1830s it was largely
abandoned; by the 1880s it had disappeared.
The site is now occupied by Crystal City.)

Post Note	 Wismer reports a proof, post note dated
181  with a man driving horse center,
BANK OF ST. LOUIS right and POST NOTE
left.

BANK OF MISSOURI
Authorized January 1817. Opened December 1816, Closed August.
1821.

From 1817 to 1819 this bank was located in August
Chouteau's house on Main Street. In the latter year it was moved
into a brick building at 6 North Main. Chouteau, the president of
the bank, was the man who founded St. Louis in 1764. The bank
also had a branch in St. Genevieve, down river 65 miles from St.
Louis, which opened in 1818. There was a good deal of bitter-
ness between this bank and its rival. the Bank of Illinois at Shaw-
neetown. The two frequently engaged in playing "dirty tricks" on
each other. One reason for the rivalry was that the Federal
Government had selected the Bank of Missouri as its western de-
pository for money received from land sales and taxes. Finally. in
1819, the Bank of Illinois was also designated a government
depository which was fortunate for the U.S. Government; in
1821 the Bank of Missouri failed and the government lost
$159,199. More money would have been lost if the Bank of
Illinois had not been made a depository.

Under its charter, the bank could issue up to $500,000 in
notes, but according to statements published by the bank, at no
time did its circulation exceed $154,000. Some selected figures
will show the progress of its circulation: October 1818, $100.002;
June 1819, $41.275.50; June 1821, $65.056.50; August 1821,
$84,301 plus $1045 for its branch at St. Genevieve. The charter
prohibited the issue of notes by branches, but this rule was
sidestepped by issuing the notes in St. Louis. payable in St.
Genevieve. and then shipping them down to the branch.

Notes Issued

25C	 No description available.

50C	 Typeset note. No description available. Imprint:
Murray, Draper, Fairman & Co.

$1.00	 Bust of Jefferson on pedestal, center, with ships
and sunrise in background. In the text of the
note is a space for writing in the place of
redemption (St. Louis or St. Genevieve). Im-
print: Murray, Draper. Fairman & Co.

$3.00	 Same as preceeding, but no space for place of
redemption.
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	$5.00	 Same as preceding but no space for redemp-
tion. Label JEFFERSON appears above the
bust. MISSOURI in right panel: FIVE in left
panel. "5" on die, upper left; V on die, upper
right. Imprint: Murray, Draper, Fairman & Co.

	$5.00	 Same as preceding, but has space for place of
redemption. Bust of Jefferson not labled. "5"
on different die, upper left. Imprint: Murray,
Draper. Fairman & Co. (III.)

	

$10.00 	 Similar to preceding but vignette is toward
bottom of note. Label JEFFERSON appears
beneath the bust. No space for redemption.
MISSOURI in right panel; TEN in left panel.
"10" on die upper left; X on die upper right.
Imprint: Murray, Draper, Fairman & Co.

	

$10.00 	 As preceding but no label beneath bust. (Prob-
ably has space for place of redemption, but I
have not seen this note.)

	

$20.00 	 No description available, probably same as pre-
ceding.

MISSOURI EXCHANGE BANK
Opened 1819, Closed April 1821

This private bank, not chartered by the territorial government,
was organized by William M. O'Hara. last cashier of the Bank of
St. Louis. O'Hara opened his bank at 58 South Main only one
block from the only other bank in the territory, the Bank of
Missouri. From the available evidence, the firm seems to have
been a fairly solid operation. Unfortunately, the territorial legis-
lature passed a law in 1820 outlawing private banknotes after
April 1, 1821. In May 1821, O'Hara left St. Louis on a business
trip and died three months later.

Notes Issued

12 1/2e 	 No vignette. Large "12 1/2" top center. MIS-
SOURI in right panel; "12 1/2" in left panel.
Printed date October 1st, 1819. Imprint: P.
MAVERICK. DURAND & CO. (III.)

25e	 Same as preceding except for denomination.

50e	 Same as preceding except for denomination . In
addition, has "50" in upper left and right
corners.

75e	 Same as preceding except for denomination.

$1.00	 Portrait of Jefferson in oval top center, behind

which are a plow, paper. pen and books. - 1"

on left die; ONE on right die. MISSOURI in
right panel; ONE in left panel. Written dates.
Imprint: P. MAVERICK, DURAND & CO.

$2.00	 Sheaves of wheat, plow, rake, hoe and other
farm tools center, with "2" on left die; TWO on
right die. MISSOURI in right panel; TWO in left
panel. Written dates. Imprint: P. MAVERICK.
DURAND & CO.

$5.00	 Design unknown.

(Note: Muscalus reports the existence of a sheet
of two $5.00 notes from this bank.)

PRAT & ARMSTRONG

According to one source, notes put out by this firm were in
circulation in St. Louis in 1818. The notes were redeemable at the
Miami Export Company—an Ohio firm. It is not clear whether
these notes were issued in St. Louis or simply circulated there.
The notes were in fractional amounts, but no description is
available.
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ST. LOUIS POST OFFICE (AND LAND AGENCY)

As early as 1818, Aaron Crane, an early St. Louis postmaster,
was issuing fractional scrip. The notes read on one side: ST.
LOUIS POST OFFICE, and on the other ST. LOUIS LAND
AGENCY.

25C	 No description available

50(	 No description available

750	 No description available

ST. LOUIS DRUG & MEDICINE STORE

Nothing is known of this firm, which issued fractional scrip
around 1817. The notes are signed by R. Simpson.

500	 Crude note with federal eagle and shield
vignette center. ST. LOUIS in left panel; FIFTY
CENTS in right panel. Printed date April 1st,
1817.

ST. LOUIS EXCHANGE & LAND OFFICE
ST. LOUIS EXCHANGE BANK

Organized in 1818 by Stephen R. Wiggins who also ran the St.
Louis & Illinois Team Boat Ferry. This firm dealt in exchange,
notes, drafts, land certificates, treasury warrants and also issued
fractional scrip of its own. The issue of the scrip was prohibited by
a law passed in 1820, which became effective the following year.
The Team Boat Ferry also issued scrip, payable at the Exchange
& Land Office, and since I have not seen the Land Office scrip, it
is possible that it is the same as the Team Boat scrip. On the other
hand, there could be two separate issues.

12r/z 0
	

No descriptions available on these;
250	 all were printed by, and bear the imprint
500	 of P. MAVERICK, DURAND & CO.
750

ST. LOUIS & ILLINOIS TEAM BOAT FERRY

This ferry line was also organized by Stephen R. Wiggins and
operated until nearly the end of the century, long after Wiggins'
death in 1853. The notes are redeemable at the St. Louis
Exchange & Land Office, another Wiggins enterprise.

50C	 Similar to the following. Imprint: P. MAVER-
ICK, DURAND & CO.

750	 Large "75" upper center, surrounded by
heading ST. LOUIS & ILLINOIS TEAM BOAT
FERRY. No printed date. MISSOURI in right
panel; ILLINOIS in left panel. Imprint. P.
MAVERICK, DURAND & CO.

Currency Issued Since Statehood (1821)

BANK OF ST. LOUIS (second)
Organized 1857, Closed 1865.

This was one of several banks of issue organized under the
Banking Law of 1857. The bank had branches at Boonville arid

Kirksville, and branches are also reported at Cape Girardeau and
Savannah. These last two, however, are doubtful. By an act of
March 18, 1861 the name of the bank was changed to the Bank
of Commerce and its headquarters was moved to Boonville. It
does not appear, however, that this change was ever carried out,
as the bank was still listed under its original name in the St. Louis
City Directories for 1864. The following year a special act of the
state legislature allowed this bank to join the national banking
system as the St. Louis National Bank (charter 1112). All known
notes on this bank were redeemable at Kirksville but bear the
signatures of the St. Louis officers. Apparently all notes were
signed at the head office in St. Louis and then shipped to the
branches. Each note has a blank space in which the place of
redemption is written. Why all the notes were payable at Kirksville
is puzzling. Of the several banks of issue chartered in 1857 (all but
two of which had their head offices at St. Louis), not a single note
is known payable in St. Louis. And yet, all of the notes of all the
banks headquartered in St. Louis are signed by the St. Louis
officers. Apparently the notes were then sent to the various
branches and placed in circulation. However. contemporary
reports refer repeatedly to the difference in value between notes
issued by St. Louis banks and notes issued by their branches.
Presidents of the St. Louis office were: John J. Anderson, R.P.
Hanenkamp and William E. Burr. Cashiers were: John Brown,
D.C.D. Van Arnam, William E. Burr and Louis C. Billon. The
author would appreciate hearing of any notes from this bank with
signatures other than these.

Notes Issued

	$1.00	 C. Indians hunting buffalo, ONE below.
R. Dog and safe; "1" above.
L. Female portrait; "1" above.
IMPRINT: American Bank Note Company.
Philad. Not countersigned. First issued 1861.

	

$2.00	 C. Black and white horses frightened by light-
ning, (from painting "Black & White Beauties");
cattle in background. TWO below.
R. Numeral "2" in upper and lower corners.
L. Little girl's portrait: 2 above.
Imprint: ? probably ABNC. First issued 1861.

	$5.00	 C. Man at mill door carrying sack over shoul-
der; horse, colt; two boys fishing. Large FIVE
below. Small eagle and shield at bottom.
R. Numeral "5" above: FIVE below.
L. Large portrait of woman; MISSOURI below.
IMPRINT: Toppan, Carpenter & Co. Philad.
Countersigned by Bank Commissioner at left
end (issues after 1861 might not be counter-
signed). $36,000 worth of $5 notes issued
through February 1861.

	

$10.00	 C. Several steamboats lined up at wharf; freight
on wharf. men, drays, etc. TEN below.
R. Male portrait; "10" above.
L. Two men dressing leather; X above.
IMPRINT: ? Probably TC & Co.
(This was the first type $10 issued: should be
countersigned by Bank Commissioner.)

	

$10.00	 C. Steamboat center, city, flatboat and hills in
distance.
R. Oval male portrait with "10" above.
L. Female portrait with X above.
IMPRINT: ? probably ABNC

(continued on p. 34)



Frank Bennett
Del Bertschy
Frank E. Clark
Robert Cochran
Charles A. Dean
Martin Delgar
Thomas M. Denly
Richard Doloff
David Dorfman
Fern Dorfman
Dennis Forgue
Alan Goldstein
John T. Hickman
C.E. Hillard
Alan R. Hoffman
Al Hurry
Curtis Iversen
Arthur Kagin
C.A. Kane
Allan Karns
Jules J. Karp
Don C. Kelly
Wm. Kleinschmidt
Lyn Knight
Tim Kyzivat
Arthur Leister
Marvin Levine
Donald Lynch
C. Dale Lyon

Shayne MacMahon
Ken McDannell
Donald Mark
M.M. Melamed
Allen & Penny

Mincho
David W. Moore
John J. Nichols
Frank A. Nowak
Dean Oakes
John Palm
Alex Perakis
Gary W. Potter
Edward Reicht
Wm. R. Rhoning
Michael Robelin
Robert Rozycki
Joseph Sande
Gerald C. Schwartz
Thomas Snyder
James A. Sparks
Roy C. Sparks Jr.
Leon Thornton
Frank Trask
Fred Verzelles
Eric Vicker
W.J. Waken
Steven K. Wakefield
Lowell Yoder
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"14000 CHARTER NOTE
ADDITIONS...

Members interested in keeping up with the analysis of the
14000 charter series can update their records by adding the

following notes:

14041 Villisca, Iowa
14078 Cherry Valley, NY
14079 Olyphant, Pa.
14164 Cureo, Texas
14297 Lanark, Illinois

Correction . . .

Charter-14205 should be Pa.

(Paper Money #111, page 119)

SOCIETY MEMBERS COLLABORATING IN THE
PREPARATION OF SUPPLEMENT XIV

Trial Listing 	 (continued from p. 14)

(This is the second issue $10.00. $40,000
worth of $10 notes was issued through
February 1861; all of this, however, was
issued by August 1858. This second type $10
was first issued 1861 or 1862.)

L. Male portrait with XX above.
IMPRINT: ? Probably TC & Co.
(This was the first type $20 issued. $80,000
worth of $20s were issued through February
1861, but all of this had been issued by August
1858. This note should be countersigned by
the Bank Commissioner.)

$20.00	 C. Man plowing with two horses; boy leading
them. "20" to either side.
R. Oval portrait of a girl; "20" above.
L. Oval half-length figures of two children with
grapes (Hodges says butterfly).
IMPRINT: ? Probably ABNC
(This second type $20 was first issued in 1861
or 1862 and is probably not signed by the
Bank Commissioner.)

$5, 10.	 $20.00	 C. Oval portrait of Washington, with seated
— 10.	 woman, scythe, sheaf, etc. to right and seated

— 10.	 woman, men, boxes, barrels and steamer on

— 10.	 left. "20" below.

— 10.	 R. Oval portrait of a girl; "20" above.

$50.00	 C. Female portrait between two cherubs; "50"
to either side.
R. White FIFTY.
L. Red FIFTY.
IMPRINT: ? Probably TC & Co.
($90,000 worth of $50s was issued through
February, 1861, but all of them were issued by
August 1858. This note should be counter-
signed by the Bank Commissioner. Hodges
says there is a woman with an anchor in lower
right corner and woman with battle ax and
shield in left end.)

$100.00	 C. Woman's portrait.
R. Cherub upper corner; "100" lower corner.
L. Wharf scene, steamboats and merchandise;
"100" above.
IMPRINT: ? Probably TC & Co.
(Should be countersigned by Bank Commis-
sioner. $80,000 worth of $100s was issued
through February 1861, but all of this had
been issued by August 1858.)

$500.00	 C. Woman's portrait.
L. "500" in upper and lower corners.
R. "500" in upper and lower corners.
IMPRINT: ? Probably TC & Co.
(Should be countersigned by Bank Commis-
sioner. $38,000 worth of $500s was issued
through February 1861, but all of it had been
issued by August 1858.) ■

Publications Consulted

Standard Catalog of National Bank Notes, by John T. Hickman and Dean Oakes.
National Banks of The Note Issuing Period, 1863-1935, by Louis Belkum.
National Bank Note Issues of 1929-1935, Society of Paper Money Collectors, by

M. Owen Warns, Peter W. Huntoon and Louis Van Belkum.

CORRECTION

The photograph on p. 236 of Paper Money No. 113 is Mar-
cus W. Baldwin, not Walter Shirlaw. This misattribution was
observed by Dr. Glenn E. Jackson. A self-portrait of Walter
Shirlaw can be seen in the Chicago Art Institute.
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